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OAuth 2.0 Introduction to API Security with OAuth 2.0 This book is an exploration of OAuth 2.0 standard. You will learn what the standard is, where it used, and how it can be used. The roles of OAuth 2.0 standard are discussed in this book in detail. The various types of clients in OAuth 2.0 are also discussed. You will get to know these and how they operate. The client profiles are discussed in this section. The process of Authorization in OAuth 2.0 is also been discussed in detail, along with Endpoints in OAuth 2.0 so you will know how to work with these in your applications. The process by which Requests and Responses work in OAuth 2.0 are explored in detail. You will learn how these are sent and received, and the actions which are taken under different circumstances. The Endpoints for these are explored, along with grant requests and responses for the grant owner. After reading this book, you will know how to use DoorKeeper for the purpose of protecting the Grape API. Here is a preview of what you’ll learn: Definition Roles of OAuth 2.0 Types of Clients in OAuth 2.0 Authorization in OAuth 2.0 Oath 2.0 Endpoints Requests and Responses in OAuth 2.0 Grant Request/Response for Resource Owner Password Credentials Using Doorkeeper to protect Grape API Download your copy of "OAuth 2.0" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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Customer Reviews

This is a good description of OAuth 2.0 from a technical point of view. It describes in detail the components and message structure of the methodology. It also covers some common implementations of OAuth 2.0 in a useful manner.

This book is nice. I have no idea on what OAuth is all about. This book was well written and it contains information on how to use it as well as where to use it. The book made mention of the roles and types of OAuth 2.0. I am going to give this book to my brother to read since he has more idea on the ICT world. I believe he would benefit a lot from it.

This book seems to be a white paper published in a large font and bound. It doesn't contain many examples. You can do better googling for oauth2 tutorials or reading the OAuth documentation at ...

This book is completely cheating !!! should stop selling such cheating !!!The whole book is less than 60 pages. There is no page number, very big font and huge space.Two line texts " An authorization request + response" and "A token request + response" use half page. You can image how big the space it is and such space appear in the whole so-call "Book".All texts are useless!!!

Informing and useful book! This book is for those who want to get proper understanding of OAuth 2 which is a standard used for the purpose of authorization. With it, client machines are provided with an easy and secure mechanism on how they can access the resources of the server on behalf of the resource owner. Really worth recommending!
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